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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Q. No. 1 is compulsory. Attempt four more
questions selecting at least one question
from each Unit. All questions carry equal
marks. Marks assigned to particular parts
have been mentioned against them.

Unit II

3. (a) Fill in the blanks with the correct form

of the verb given within brackets :

(i) The speaker of the House

(finish)...........her term in May next

year.

(ii) The sociologist...........(examine) the

effects that racial discrimination has

on society.

(iii) The explorer...........(explain) the

latest discovery regarding pyramids

in Egypt in his research.

(iv) The leader...........(vanish) from the

city, when protests began against

him on the streets.

(v) Dr. Jahangir...........(present) his

ongoing research on sexiset

language next week.

(vi) The researchers...........(travel)

several countries in order to collect

more significant data.
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1. Attempt any five parts : 3×5=15

(i) Gandhiji decided to take lessons in

various fields to make himself a perfect

English gentleman. What were these

fields ? 3

(ii) How did Gandhiji's faith in vegetarianism

grow ? 3

(iii) Answer the following questions using the

simple past tense forms of the verbs used

in the questions :

(a) Where did you spend your holiday

last year ?

(b) How did you spend your time ?

(c) How did you feel when you got

back home ? 3

(iv) Complete the following conditional

sentences by adding clauses :

(a) If I get up late in the

morning,...........

(b) If I were you,............

(c) If you had come earlier,........... 3

(v) Transcribe the following into IPA

symbols :

(a) form

(b) heart

(c) mother 3

(vi) Create a dialogue with your friend in 50

words discussing how both of you spent

the day today ? 3

(vii) Write a small paragraph on ‘Simplicity

in life’. 3

Unit I

2. How can the statement “A diseased mind is

even more harmful than the disease itself” be

justified in the story ‘Lhe Fast Leaf’ ? 15

Or

Sum up the observations made by Swami

Vivekananda in the lecture on ‘The Ideal of

Karma-Yoga’. 15
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(vii) Women (get)...........the right to vote

in presidential elections of the

United States in 1921.

(viii) By the time the troophs arrive, the

army on the boarder...........(spend)

several weeks waiting.

(ix) The CEO...........(consider) a transfer

to Mumbai where profits would be

larger.

(x) I...........(read) that novel before it

was stolen. 10

(b) Complete the following conditional

sentences by adding clauses :

(i) ..........., if he had not made that

mistake.

(ii) If I had a calculator,...........

(iii) When I get up late,...........

(iv) It we took a car,...........

(v) ..........., I would have come to see

you. 5

(b) Write a dialogue between two women

who are discussing advantages and

disadvantages of life in metropolitan

cities. 10

Unit IV

5. (a) Develop the following outlines into a

meaning paragraph in 100 words :

Meaning of discipline.............its

requirement.............discipline in nature

.............usually misunderstood as

restriction.............a virtue for the people

of different professions.............the best

discipline is self discipline..............

(b) Write down the format explaining the

constituents of a business letter in brief.

Or

(a) Develop the following topic in 100

words : 5

Growing aggressions among the students.

(b) Write a letter to the head of your college/

university complaining against noise

outside the classrooms and also write

down remedial measures for it. 10
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Or

(a) Rewrite the following sentences using

passive voice : 10

(i) We advise the patients of swine flu

to wear a mask.

(ii) We can prove that Darwin’s theory

has some chinks in the armour.

(iii) They will organise the function in

the auditorium.

(iv) You have not yet reported to me.

(v) The attendants change bed-sheets

everyday in his hotel.

(vi) They pay me monthly.

(vii) You cannot do much about it.

(viii) Why don't you conduct the

workshop at the main centre ?

(ix) People mostly consider learning a

language to be difficult task.

(x) Accidents kill thousands of people

every year.

(b) Change the following expressions into

indirect speech :

(i) ‘Please let me go’, the child said to

the rogue.

(ii) ‘Do you mind if I smoke ?’ her

boss said.

(iii) ‘Just keep quiet’, the teacher told

us.

(iv) Mildred said, ‘I am busy today’.

(v) ‘I am feeling hungry’, the little boy

said to his mother. 5

Unit III

4. (a) Write a dialogue between two friends

discussing a TV programme. 10

(b) Write down pure vowels in International

Phonetic Alphabet and give one example

for each. 5

Or

(a) Write down consonants in International

Phonetic Alphabet and give one example

for each. 5
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